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Lutz was six years old when, in a rare outburst of maternal feeling, his
mother acquiesced and accompanied him to visit the world famous
Flegel’s Flea Circus.

I was sitting in an old army ambulance truck which my friend had

converted into a home resplendent with running water and electricity

supplied by two small solar panel’s on the truck’s roof.

Tom was at my left hand, relaxing and at the same time trying to recover

from a severe hangover gained at our favorite bar by drinking far too

many rum and cokes. Karen, my other faithful acolyte, sat on my left,

breathing in my every word. As if what I was saying made any sense, or

even mattered. To me it all mattered of course, but why they were

interested in what I had to say I have no idea. But I’d fooled them once

again. With very little difficulty it seemed.

I think she knew I didn’t want her. From my constant abuse I assume she

realized this, but she seemed unwilling to abandon me. I felt sometimes

she was trying to save me. From what I’m not sure, perhaps myself. Of

course sometimes I embarrassed her, sometimes I did or said things

deliberately knowing she would cringe at my words or actions. Not of

course for herself. I could say or do anything and she would be like an

indulgent mother. Or what I assume is how an indulgent mother would

react, since my own barely acknowledged my existence, and certainly
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lacked even a modicum of love for me. Perhaps I should show a little of

the love I actually do feel for Karen. Let a few of the doves fly, so to speak.

Karen was only worried what a stranger might think of me. At the time I

believe, though how can one really know, I was in control of the madness

that, like a stealthy cancer, creeped almost unnoticed upon me.

My mind has for as long as I can remember, raced like no-one else’s I

know. When I’m in a room the mind’s of the people there seem to crawl at

a snail’s pace. Occasionally I felt complacent enough to contemplate

slowing my thoughts down to their pace, but it truly kills me to do it. I

tried it once and it physically hurt, quite apart from the idiot who took

advantage of my indulgence and tried to ridicule me. Of course I easily put

him in his place.

Then it occurred to me. Why should I waste my singular advantage. Would

they have walked at my pace should I have been a cripple? I doubt it.

So my mind was racing like a bullet, through every conversation. While he,

the jerk, sat opposite me trying to imitate a statue. If I can give him any

accolade it would be that he achieved what I thought no living creature

could achieve. He resembled uncannily the statue of the late King, but

without capturing any of the small nobleman’s stature.
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He might as well have been constructed of stone for all the contribution

he made to the conversation. I needed all my ingenuity to keep the

conversation flowing whilst every instinct screamed to jump up, punch the

idiot in his moronic face and storm out in a grand gesture. I must have

French blood in my bones; the need for dramatic exits is sometimes

overpowering. I worked tirelessly to entertain Tom and Karen to

counteract the drag from the black hole sucking all the light of life from us.

And yet he looked so smug, and seemed quite content to sit silently on the

stool opposite me, obviously laughing at my expense, and merely waiting

for the moment to ridicule me. What was disconcerting was that he

looked remarkably intelligent, but what he said was completely inane. I

could almost pity the burden of his existence. It was almost palpable, at

least to someone of my sensitivity and fleet of mind. No wonder the fool

had no friends. Why Tom befriended him I have no idea. Perhaps out of

pity. But Tom actually seemed to like the man.

Lutz read the Saturday morning paper whilst his mother as reclined

languidly on a chaise longue in the adjoining room. She was alternately

smoking from a pungent cigarette held disdainfully in a cigarette holder in

the vain attempt to protect her skin from the ravages of tobacco smoke

and having a disjointed conversations down the telephone with one of her

many back biting and cat like friends who were merely gathering

information with which to assess each others social standing at that
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precise moment so they could decide whether they should be

acknowledging one another’s existence, or ripping their reputation’s to

shreds.

Of course she totally ignored her love yearning son. Something he was by

now quite used to, and in the absence of his by now long dead father, he

sought solace in music, despite his mother’s vain but insistent attempts to

ban all music from the flat. She said it reminded her of Rudolf too much,

an equally avid music lover, no doubt the reason for Lutz’s own obsession.

She never made it clear why she didn’t want to be reminded of her

husband because of the pain of her lost love. Given his own experience

Lutz guessed, correctly, that she merely missed the certainty of the vast

income Rudolf made each week as one of Germany’s leading stock brokers.

She resisted by consistently failed to curtail her spending sufficiently to

prevent a sizable dent occurring in the capital Rudolf had amassed in his

lifetime which should have been more than sufficient to sustain her in an

affluent and comfortable lifestyle particularly as she spent very little on

the sole progeny of their union.

This fact was Unbeknown to Lutz, who always assumed that once the old

witch died he would have limitless funds of money. Sufficient at least to

indulge his fantasy of building the largest mobile music collection in the

world by means of digital recordings on devices small enough to contain a

hundred vinyl records on something the size and shape of a matchbox.

This idea manifested itself twenty years before digital recording were a
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commercial reality and a further ten years before the release of the first

MP3 player.

On her death he would be shocked to discover that, as in life, she had

made no provision for him, simply by the expedient of forgetting his

existence. His bi annual trips home to Germany from the far flung corners

of the world that he traversed and inhabited, left no impression on her

sparrow like brain. At least with the onset of Alzheimer’s disease Lutz

could acknowledge a medically proven justification for her absence of

recognition whenever he visited her. And laugh wryly to himself that

things really hadn’t changed from when he was a small, precocious infant,

and he’d heard her say to his father down the phone “Lutz? Who is this

Lutz you’re talking about dear?” in the breathy soprano which so

mesmerised his father, and made him oblivious of her countless faults.

Something he was to acknowledge to his son only on his deathbed. But it

was enough for Lutz to forgive him all the pain he had inadvertently

caused his son by his preoccupation with his work and his over demanding

wife. Consequently Lutz loved his father with all the love he possessed.

Not because he didn’t want to love her, but simply because she rejected

any advance he made. For example he could never forget or forgive her

physically cringing when as a small boy he’d placed a sticky hand in hers.

From the moment of his father’s death, Lutz’s heart built an impregnable

wall around itself, in order to protect himself from his mother’s shocking
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indifference. But it also meant he was unable to recognise the genuine

advances of others to like or even love him. He became self absorbed, and

distrusting of all people’s motives. A trait consistently reinforced by his

own Machiavellian ingenuities designed to be a step ahead of any attempt

he perceived to get one over on him. these so called underhand

manoeuvres were invariably a figment of his paranoid imagination. And

which only resulted in other’s justifiable wariness of his vindictive and

often twisted behaviour.

Lutz was engrossed in the story on page seven of Das Bild. A minor

catastrophe has occurred which, in an instant, had thrown Flegel’s Circus

into complete disarray. The story was a juicy one, some of which, being

related to matters of the heart, eluded the precocious boy’s

understanding.

The manager of the flea circus had managed to persuade the Strong Man’s

assistant, who happened also to be his wife, to conduct a clandestine yet

passionate and noisy affair. Of which everyone in the circus was aware

except, for six months at least, the Strong Man himself. Being strong but

excessively naïve, he would never have become aware of the affair if he

hadn’t received an anonymous letter informing him of his wife’s infidelity.

It might still have gone unnoticed, as the Strong Man was unable to read

even the simplest of sentences. Causing the by now demented writer of

the letter, on hearing of the impediment to his plan, to take upon himself

to read the letter to the surprised, and shortly thereafter, heart broken
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Strong Man. The writer of course was motivated by his own ambitions to

bed the Strong Man’s wife, whom every male in the circus capable of, and

with even the slightest interest, had already pleasured to their heart’s

content. So the letter writer took the opportunity thrust upon him by fate,

and driven by his own gnawing lust, to embellish the story and through

insinuation, goad the Strong Man into a fury of jealousy.

One of the primary reasons, apart from her own enthusiasm, for the

attraction of the Strong Man’s wife, was that he was notoriously slow to

react to anything and even then in only the mildest manner. However

given his strength this occasionally resulted in broken limbs and

destruction of property beyond all recognition of their original purpose

and construction. For which of course he was always immediately

supremely regretful.

So it was indeed a stroke of luck that the letter writer struck, inadvertently,

upon the one thing that could drive the Strong Man almost to insanity. It

was of course the reputation of his bounteously unfaithful wife.

In an instant the Strong Man had jumped to his feet. The flimsy stool,

which had always appeared incapable of supporting his enormous bulk,

disintegrated into a thousand match sticks. Only the moment before he’d

been his usual motionless self, scratching his balding head in

bewilderment as he tried to read the letter along with the by now

enthusiastic writer of the poisonous epistle. They had been sat cosily
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together, the writer leaning in conspiratorially, almost but not quite

touching the Strong Man’s bronzed and glisteningly muscled shoulder.

At the Strong Man’s explosive leap the writer was thrown into the air, his

feet waving comically, and landing with a loud splat on an unfortunately

placed pat of shit deposited by one of the many animals that roamed

rather too freely about the camp site.

Meanwhile the Strong Man stormed off in the direction of Pierre small but

intricately painted caravan. The writer struggled to his feet, at first

oblivious to the warm wetness seeping through his shirt and the rising

smell which suggested the pat was the poorly digested breakfast of one of

the circus horses that had been recently wormed and therefore suffered

from acute diarrhoea .

Fortunately the Flea Master’s caravan was across the other side of the

camp from the Strong Man’s abode. So by the time the Strong Man

eventually arrived he had sufficiently calmed himself that he merely

ripped the caravan door from it’s hinges and dragged the struggling and

protesting Pierre from the comfort and relaxation of his midday nap.

Which on this occasion, fortuitously, had not involved a lazy romp with the

Strong Man’s wife.

The Strong Man presumed that Pierre was protesting his innocence which

he appeared to be doing with great gusto. Despite the vice like grip in
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which he was held and the precarious moral position in which he found

himself. Pierre was waving his arms about wildly, and trying to pull one of

the strong man’s mighty fists from the thick lumberjack shirt for which

Pierre had a renown penchant. He was of course Belgian, since no

Frenchman would be seen dead in such unfashionable attire.

Once the Strong Man did eventually put Pierre down it was upon a small

crate which resulted in them being at approximately the same eye level.

Something which the Strong Man rarely experienced and consequently

left him momentarily nonplussed. This was coupled with the Belgian’s

highly indignant anger, another sure proof Pierre was not French, since no

Frenchman has ever been known to display such courage in the face of

even the possibility of physical retaliation. Against which, to their

consistent chagrin, they had found their justly deserved reputation for

conversational repartee an infallibly useless defence.

Pierre was furious and used every expletive anyone at the circus had ever

heard pass the lips of the ancient hag who freely laid upon the head of

anyone who would take the time to hear them in their entirety. Most fled

with their ears stopped to the disgusting abominations threatened to

befall children and most beloved.

The Strong Man was momentarily perplexed, which was quite sufficient to

totally disarm him. And immediately returning him to the docile and good
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natured gentleman who’d never deserved to be married to such a

callously polygamous mate.

Justly she would soon take up with the anonymous letter writer who

would later make a vast fortune regaling in minutely erotic detail his new

wife’s sexual exploits with anyone upon whom he could force her. Which

with advancing age became increasingly difficult until the advent of the

hugely popular internet phenomena of MILF hunters.

A devotee of this popular fetish would find her wrinkled carcase spread

across every major site specialising in this particular form of pornography.

By the wonder of this worldwide technology she could apparently be

found walking the streets of most capital cities being accosted by sleazy

young studs. The sites would have lurid descriptions of her antics and

snippets of video showing her in closeup for which only those possessing

the strongest of constitutions might stomach.

The Strong Man would later find tranquillity in the arms of a small jeweller

from Nice.

Once he let him go, which Pierre had been volubly demanding since his

forced ejection from his caravan, the Strong Man stepped back in order to

received the anticipated gnat like blows from Pierre’s puny fists. And

perhaps even from a well placed kick to the groin, a technique for which

the Belgians are renown and justly proud.
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Instead however Pierre immediately completely ignored the Strong Man

and began rummaging about in the cavernous pockets of his universally

unfashionable lumberjack shirt. Eventually he withdrew what appeared to

be a scrumpled up piece of paper. Upon closer inspection it would have

revealed itself to be a matchbox.

Upon even closer inspection, for which the naked eye would require the

aid of a magnifying glass, the object would manifest as the site of greatest

massacre of performing fleas artistes known to modern man.

There are of course unsubstantiated reports, myths according to the

legions of miserable sceptics that roam our planet far too freely, that

Atlantis was the site of the greatest disaster to befall the closely knit

fraternity of flea trainers.

It was at a school with techniques of flea education evolved over

thousands of years, and passed down orally through the third son (since

the first two would be occupied in the more overtly manly occupation of

farming and soldiery). Occasionally it had been allowed to be passed

through the fourth son if the third displayed sufficiently impressive

spiritual credentials (involving at least one confirmed miracle not reported

solely by the village idiot) that he might justly claim the god given right to

slaughter a thousand vestal virgins and innumerable goats and other

defenceless animals.
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The disaster at Atlantis occurred too rapidly(even for the impressively

dynamic current Principal of The University of Atlantis Department of

Insect Education, Flea Section) for him to pass on any of his wisdom to his

third son before his untimely demise. This was principally because of his

tender years, which had meant that his only sexual exploits consisted of

furtive rustlings within his conveniently loose fitting tunic which concealed

the permanent erection for which all twelve year old’s are well known.

However the main reason for his failure to communicate even the

slightest hint of the wisdom of so many notables from the ancient art of

flea performance, was his preoccupation at the time with a complex

routine of aerobatics and his ignoring of the hushed (fleas were believed

to possess extraordinary hearing) but plaintive warnings of tsunami like

volumes of water about to engulf the entire island. One assumes (simply

by putting oneself in the positions of the desperate assistants) that they

high tailed it on the assumption that it was unlikely their loyalty would

ever be discovered given their apparently imminent consignment to a

watery grave. Which would only be unearthed several thousand years

later. the existence of Atlantis’s prodigious flea mastery was only

discovered by a most unlikely quirk of fate.

One of the afore mentioned assistants, on being rudely excavated from

their by now muddy and encrusted plot, was discovered to be in the

possession of a clay cylinder containing the rough hieroglyphics of what
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was obviously to be a letter to a rival but clearly inferior academy. The

vitriolic communication primarily consisted of a denunciation of the

appalling quality of it’s graduates. Who no doubt with clay scrolls bolding

asserting their competence had come to the Atlantis Academy to hone

their skills with post graduate study. One must take with a pinch of salt the

claims of the strident young Principal given the dubious quality of all

academic institutions, which are universally at odds with the reputations

they loudly claim for themselves.

So we return to the now tearfully distraught Flea master of the Flegel

Circus. In one week he was to be displaying the extraordinary prowess of

his flea artistes to a televised audience purported to be over ten billion.

Given the size of the world’s population it must be assumed the promoter

had not only discovered a new planet, but one populated by similarly

sensed creatures sufficiently enthused by the antics of small black specks

billions of miles away to pay the exorbitant pay per view charge that all

promoters and cable channels inflict on their long suffering and comatose

audiences. Audiences incapable of any physical activity beyond the

pressing of a button and the lifting of a right arm containing a cool bottle

with a foully tasting but universally consumed liquid.

Which has been found, beyond any shadow of a doubt by scientists paid

handsomely to prove it, that it is an elixir capable of making all women fall

down upon their knees and extatically perform sexual services upon the
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conveniently located appendage of the elixir’s consumer. And also to

miraculously render the consumer immune to the ravages of the

worldwide obesity epidemic, despite measurement of their body weights

indicating their imminent death should they foolishly consider walking on

a floor suspended more than two metres above terra firma. Unless

designed to support the weight of a herd of stampeding elephants.

The Strong man was by now utterly distraught and became so apologetic

that even Pierre, humbly aware of fate’s fair hand in protecting him from

his justly deserved punishment for the porking of the Strong man’s wife,

felt moved to arrest his mumbled apologies. Which had become

accompanied by a river of tears for the demise of the fleas who,

unbeknown to Pierre, had been in the middle of negotiations instigated by

their leader (given the Strong Man’s inability to ever have a consciously

original thought) with the Strong Man. They had been planning to walk

out en masse and begin a novel performance to be conducted on various

parts of the Strong Man’s anatomy and equipment. The reasons for this

apparent disloyalty relate as always to an artiste’s inflated opinion of their

material worth, and a strongly justified belief they could totally screw the

Strong Man to the same degree as they felt, unjustly, they were being

screwed by Pierre.

So it was that the Strong Man and Pierre joined forces in an attempt,

under extreme contractual pressure from the promoters, to rebuild the

world renown Flegel Flea Circus troupe in the impossibly short timeframe
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of one week. Pressures which mainly centred around being forced to dive

into the nearby river wearing concrete wellington boots.

One week, or three thousand and sixty minutes and counting. Which

Pierre was prone to do as one after another the trainee fleas garnered

from the circus animals failed miserably to perform even the most simple

of tricks. Said fleas were then summarily executed under the bony fist of

the Master with dire threats to the remainder to perform. Or else.

With the aid of a magnifying glass this could be observed to have the

effect on the press ganged, and erstwhile rather unambitious fleas to

become pop eyed and start crying uncontrollably for their mothers. Most

of whom it has to be said displayed distinctly unmotherly behaviour by

abandoning their offspring by burrowing deep into the fury flap behind

the ear which all animal owners know is the one spot from which fleas can

never be trapped. And thereafter be rather satisfyingly crunched between

two finger nails accompanied by a smear of blood which, since it comes

from one’s dearest, is all the justification needed for murdering any

number of fleas.

Pierre on the other hand saw fleas in a completely different light. To him

they were the world, albeit a very small world artificially magnified in

order to show that anything was actually happening. With the aid of

appropriate intoxicants it often lead Pierre to dreamy thoughts of

creatures from other planets spying on Earth in much the same way.
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Would not our planet too look moribund, save for the movement of cloud

and sea, if one were looking at it from sufficient distance to be blind to the

mad scrambling of the human jetsam that drifts about upon it. and on his

more introspective moments, usually occurring late on a Sunday

afternoon he would admit, only to himself, that the world these small

creatures inhabited made far more sense to him than the larger one in

which he, regretfully, resides

Pierre was sitting in his caravan, rather pinned within it, as he was

currently sharing it with the Strong Man, who appeared to occupy the

larger majority of the already limited space. A punishment Pierre readily

accepted as the returning swing of the pendulum; perhaps in another life

might have contemplated sagely as simply karmic consequence. The

Strong Man had been sufficiently goaded by the letter writer that he had

decided to move out of his caravan. His wife, perhaps with some

justification, demanded to know why he had chosen for his lair the

location for the majority of trysts between she and Pierre. But when ever

she mentioned that Pierre and her had been lovers he looked at her

incredulously. To try to understand his thought process is far too daunting

a prospect for this writer to indulge. Suffice to say, the Strong Man began

to realise, as the days and then weeks passed, that perhaps he was better

off alone. At least he could have the time to find someone with whom he

was truly compatible. Such ideas had sprung from some of the self help

books Pierre was forced to read aloud to the Strong Man. Books he had
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never read, and on reading them to the Strong Man, was grateful he had

not during some of his more vulnerable periods.

The books promised everything…


